the nature of the nuclear form factors* Thewlis has suggested that the application of a strong artificial temperature correction could overcome 4,5 this difficulty.. Other convergence factors could also be used , nowever, to provide better approximations to the correct density distributions.. But it should be noted that this non-convergence is a problem only for simple structures in which most atoms are in special positions<, In such cases
Fourier methods are likely to be unnecessary anyway<>' As indicated by
Wilson and co-workers , the Fourier coefficients for random structures comprised of point atoms, none of which possess excessively large scattering power, fall off with increasing scattering angle; in a manner depending upon the crystal symmetry*, When the effect of thermal oscillations are superposed on this convergences it can be expected that little additional convergence factor will be required for complex structures* This conclusion has been born out very well in the case of the 
Examples of Negligible Influence of Extinction
It has -also been lield tnairthe ^effects Of extinc t ion may very seriously.Ji^it+he size of .crystal's which can be used in sing/^ crystal analyses * . In the case of the KrkPC. study reported ab*wcf, n cylur dricaiiy-ground c«axis crystal about-3 mm. in.diameter and' r cm. long was It is well known that the chief difficulty in X-ray structure analysis is the absence of direct information on the phases of the scattered X-rays. Methods have been introduced,, based upon non-negativity and "atomicity" of the electron distribution,, which do permit deduction of some phase il,12 information . "Marked atomn methods (heavy atoms,, with or without iso~ morphous replacement) have been particularly advantageous
In their first paper on algebraic relations,, Harker ana Rasper* pointed out that their phase-determining conditions were strengthened if the observed crystal structure factors were divided by the value for the same scattering angle of the atomic structure factor for an ""average 8 * type of atom in the structure,, the "average-atom" factor being corrected for temperature oscillation. The effect of this modification of the observed str^cture-factor amplitudes is to simulate Fourier coefficients for a point-••u.om structure without thermal vibrations, and such point-atom coefficients afford the strongest phase-determining conditions. It is unfortunately true that in Od the majority of structures involving different kinds of atoms,, the structurefactors for" these atoms are not sufficiently similar in form to permit choice of an "average" atom which will lead to accurate coefficients for the pointatom struct urej and thus there is introduced into the already complex phasedetermination algebra the further complication of inexact datao
It is interesting to note that neutron scattering factors are just thoseT^rresptrnding to thermally-oscillating point atoms £ "and thus the only correction-needed to reduce the Fourier coefficients to those for a distribution of fixed point-scatteiers is to correct for theSemp^rat.ure effects* This can generally be done with much greater accuracy than is possible in the correction for atomic structure factors, and it must be done in both cases (for either nuclear scatterers or electron cloud distributior,'-;},. Therefore,; neutron scattering data is more amenable to algebraic phase-determining methods than is X-ray data»
Marked Atom Methods
The effects on structure analyses of variation of neutron scat- 
Conclusions
Neutron diffraction has been regarded by some workers as a supplement to X-ray methods, to be used chiefly for structure refinement or location of light X-ray scattertrs among heavy scatterers. There are cases, however, where neutron methods should provide more direct approaches to an unknown structure from the outset. Although it has been stated that Fourier methods will not be possible with neutrou data, it is demonstrated both experimentally and theoretically that this is not true in cases where such methods will really be advantageous -i.e., for structures where the atoms are for the most part not in special positions.
